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Tidal Barrage Generation
Tidal Barrages – turning the tide on power
generation.
Administrator

The Tidal Barrage or Tidal Power Plant as it is also known, is a form of
“marine renewable energy” generation system that uses long walls, dams,
sluice gates or tidal locks to capture and store the potential energy of the
ocean. A Tidal Barrage is a type of tidal power generation scheme that
involves the construction of a fairly low walled dam, known as a “tidal
barrage” and hence its name, spanning across the entrance of a tidal inlet,
basin or estuary creating a single enclosed tidal reservoir, similar in many
respects to a hydroelectric impoundment reservoir.

The bottom of this barrage dam is located on the sea floor with the top of the
tidal barrage being just above the highest level that the water can get too at
the highest annual tide. The barrage has a number of underwater tunnels cut
into its width allowing the sea water to flow through them in a controlled way
by using “sluice gates” on their entrance and exit points. Fixed within these
tunnels are huge tidal turbine generators that spin as the sea water rushes
past them either to fill or empty the tidal reservoir thereby generating
electricity.

The water which flows into and out of these underwater tunnels carries
enormous amounts of kinetic energy and the job of the tidal barrage is to
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Effects of Tidal Flow in an Estuary

extract as much of this energy as possible which it uses to produce electricity.
Tidal barrage generation using the tides is very similar to hydroelectric
generation, except the water flows in two directions rather than just one. On
incoming high tides, the water flows in one direction and fills up the tidal
reservoir with sea water. On outgoing ebbing tides, the sea water flows in the
opposite direct emptying it. As a tide is the vertical movement of water, the
tidal barrage generator exploits this natural rise and fall of tidal waters
caused by the gravitational pull of the sun and the moon.

The gravitational effects of the sun or the moon
on the worlds oceans causes huge amounts of
sea water to be directed towards the nearest
coastline. The result of this movement of water
is a rise in the sea level. In the open ocean, this
rise is very small as there is a large surface area
with deeper depths for it to flow into.

However, as the oceans water moves nearer
towards the coastline, the sea level rises steeply
especially around inlets and estuaries because of the upward sloping gradient
of the sea bed. The effect of this sloping gradient is to funnelling the water
into the estuaries, lagoons, river inlets and other such tidal “bottlenecks”
along the coastline.

The result of funnelling all of this water is that the height of the sea level once
inside these inlets can increase vertically many metres every day as it is being
pushed forward by the incoming sea water behind it as shown in the image.
This increase in the sea level can create a tidal range of over ten metres in
height in some estuaries and locations which can be exploited to generate
electricity.
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The tidal range is the vertical difference between the high tide sea level and
the low tide sea level. The tidal energy extracted from these tides is potential
energy as the tide moves in a vertical up-down direction between a low and a
high tide and back to a low creating a height or head differential. A tidal
barrage generation scheme exploits this head differential to generate
electricity by creating a difference in the water levels either side of a dam and
then passing this water difference through the turbines. The three main tidal
energy barrage schemes that use this water differential to their advantage are:

• Flood Generation: in which the tidal power is generated as the water
enters the tidal reservoir on the incoming tide.
• Ebb Generation: in which the tidal power is generated as the water
leaves the tidal reservoir on the ebb tide.
• Two-way Generation: in which the tidal power is generated as the
water flows in both directions during a flood and ebb tide.

Tidal Barrage Flood Generation

A Tidal Barrage Flood Generation
uses the energy of an incoming rising
tide as it moves towards the land. The
tidal basin is emptied through sluice
gates or lock gates located along the a
section of the barrage and at low tide
the basin is affectively empty. As the

tide turns and starts to comes in, the sluice gates are closed and the barrage
holds back the rising sea level, creating a difference in height between the
levels of water on either side of the barrage dam.

The sluice gates to the entrances to the dams tunnels can either be closed as
the sea water rises to allow for a sufficient head of water to develop between
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the sea level and the basin level before being opened generating more kinetic
energy as the water rushes through, turning the turbines as it passes. Or may
remain fully open, filling up the basin more slowly and maintaining the same
water level inside the basin as out in the sea.

The tidal reservoir is therefore filled up through the turbine tunnels which
spin the turbines generating tidal electricity on the flood tide and is then
emptied through the opened sluice or lock gates on the ebb tide. Then a flood
tidal barrage scheme is a one-way tidal generation scheme on the incoming
tide with tidal generation restricted to about 6 hours per tidal cycle as the
basin fills up.

The movement of the water through the tunnels as the tidal basin fills up can
be a slow process, so low speed turbines are used to generate the electrical
power. This slow filling cycle allows for fish or other sea life to enter the
enclosed basin without danger from the otherwise fast rotating turbine
blades. Once the tidal basin is full of water at high tide, all the sluice gates are
opened allowing all the trapped water behind the dam to return back to the
ocean or sea as it ebbs away.

Flood generator tidal power generates electricity on a incoming or flood tide,
but this form of tidal energy generation is generally much less efficient than
generating electricity as the tidal basin empties, called “Ebb Generation”. This
is because the amount of kinetic energy contained in the lower half of the
basin in which flood generation operates is much less the kinetic energy
present in the upper half of the basin in which ebb generation operates due to
the effects of gravity and the secondary filling of the basin from inland rivers
and streams connected to it via the land.

Tidal Barrage Ebb Generation

A Tidal Barrage Ebb Generation uses the energy of an outgoing or falling
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tide, referred to as the “ebb tide”, as it
returns back to the sea making it the
opposite of the previous flood tidal
barrage scheme. At low tide, all the
sluice and lock gates along the barrage
are fully opened allowing the tidal basin
to fill up slowly at a rate determined by

the incoming flood tide.

When the ocean or sea level feeding the basin reaches its highest point at high
tide, all the sluices and lock gates are then closed entrapping the water inside
the tidal basin (reservoir). This reservoir of water may continue to fill-up due
to inland rivers and streams connected to it from the land.

As the level of the ocean outside the reservoir drops on the outgoing tide
towards its low tide mark, a difference between the higher level of the
entrapped water inside the tidal reservoir and the actual sea level outside now
exists. This difference in vertical height between the high level mark and the
low mark is known as the “head height”.

At some time after the beginning of the ebb tide, the difference in the head
height across the tidal barrage between the water inside the tidal reservoir
and the falling tide level outside becomes sufficiently large enough to start the
electrical generation process and the sluice gates connected to the turbine
tunnels are opened allowing the water to flow.

When the closed sluice gates are opened, the trapped potential energy of the
water inside flows back out to the sea under the enormous force of both
gravity and the weight of the water in the reservoir basin behind it. This rapid
exit of the water through the tunnels on the outgoing tide causes the turbines
to spin at a fast speed generating electrical power.
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The turbines continue to generate this renewable tidal electricity until the
head height between the external sea level and the internal basin is too low to
drive the turbines at which point the turbines are disconnected and the sluice
gates closed again to prevent the tidal basin from over draining and effecting
local wildlife. At some point the incoming flood tide level will again be at a
sufficient level to open all the lock gates filling-up the basin and repeating the
whole generation cycle over again as shown.

Power Generation during Ebb Tide

From the graph above we can see that the tidal basin fills up between points E
and B via A on the incoming flood tide. Once high tide is reached, the sluice
gates are then closed between points B – C to stop the tidal basin from
emptying. Therefore no power is generated between points E – C while the
basin is filling up.

When there is sufficient head height between either side of the barrage, the
sluice gates are opened at point C releasing the trapped water back to the sea
and power generation starts. The tidal basin continues to empty driving the
tidal generators until the level of water in the basin reaches point D.
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At point D the head height of the sea water across the barrage is no longer
adequate to drive the turbines so the sluice gates are closed and generation
stops until the level of the sea water reaches point E again and the whole
process starts over. Then Ebb Tidal Barrage Generation also known as
outgoing generation, takes its name because the electrical generation only
occurs as the tide ebbs or flows out.

At point E the sea level becomes sufficient to re-fill the basin and the sluice
gates are opened. Therefore, the tidal reservoir is filled up through the sluice
or lock gates on the flood tide and is emptied through the turbine tunnels
which spin the turbines generating tidal electricity on the ebb tide. Then an
ebb tidal barrage scheme is a one-way tidal generation scheme which
operates between points C – D on the graph above.

Two-way Tidal Barrage Generation Scheme

We have seen above that both Flood Tidal Barrage and Ebb Tidal Barrage
installations are “one-way” tidal generation schemes, but in order to increase
the power generation time and therefore improve efficiency, we can use
special double effect turbines that generate power in both directions. A Two-
way Tidal Barrage Scheme uses the energy over parts of both the rising
tide and the falling tide to generate electricity.

Two-way electrical generation requires a more accurate control of the sluice
gates keeping them closed until the differential head height is sufficient in
either direction before being opened. As the tide ebbs and flows, sea water
flows in or out of the tidal reservoir through the same gate system. This flow
of tidal water back and forth causes the turbine generators located within the
tunnel to rotate in both directions producing electricity.

However, this two-way generation is in general less efficient than one-way
flood or ebb generation as the required head height is much smaller which
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reduces the period over which normal one-way generation might have
otherwise occurred. Also, bi-directional tidal turbine generators designed to
operate in both directions are generally more expensive and less efficient
than dedicated uni-directional tidal generators.

One way of improving the operating time and efficiency of a two-way tidal
barrage scheme is to use individual one-way uni-directional tidal turbines
inverted along the barrage. By controlling their individual sluice gates, one
set of turbines can be made to operate on the flood tide between points E - B
and the other set operate on the ebb tide between points C - D. While this
method increases the total number of tidal turbines located along the tidal
barrage, it has the advantage that the generation period is greatly extended.

Tidal Barrage Generation Summary

We have seen that the amount of energy available for extraction by a Tidal
Barrage Generation scheme is approximately proportional to the square of
the tidal range, in other words the head squared, ( H2 ). Then it is important
to select a site which has a good power generation capacity, that is it has a
good vertical head height as the amount of power generated is related to the
volume of water which can pass through the turbines.

Furthermore, the electricity produced from a tidal barrage generation
schemes is determined by the periods that generation can take place, every
twelve hours as the tide ebbs and flows. Therefore there will be no electricity
generation at the six-hour mark in between and during stationary high and
low tide times. Also, since the actual time of the high tide advances about one
hour each day, the supply of electricity from a tidal barrage generating
scheme may, therefore, not match the hourly or daily peak time requirements
of the electricity demand.

In the next tutorial about Tidal Energy we will look at another form of tidal
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power generation called a Tidal Stream which uses the kinetic energy of tidal
currents flowing in the seas to rotate underwater turbines. For more
information about “Tidal Barrage” systems and how to generate your own
electricity using the power of the sea, or obtain more tidal energy information
about the various tidal energy systems available, or to explore the advantages
and disadvantages of tidal power, then Click Here to order your copy from
Amazon today about ocean, tidal and wave energy, the energy revolution
from the sea.

http://www.alternative-energy-tutorials.com/tidal-energy/tidal-stream.html
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